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Abstract

The device discovery time of Bluetooth is prohibitively
long. This may significantly impact many mobile applica-
tions. In this work, we start by analyzing the frequency
matching of Bluetooth, the major component of delay in its
device discovery, for both versions V1.2 and V1.1 specifica-
tions. We then propose a new scheme called Dual Inquiry
Scan to reduce the delay. The result is a reduction of aver-
age frequency matching from 22.98 seconds to 20.63 seconds
in typical cases. If a master continuously sends ID packets,
the delay can be further reduced from 1.075 seconds to 0.005
seconds.

Keywords: Bluetooth, device discovery, frequency-hopping
spread spectrum (FHSS), inquiry and scan, wireless network.

1 Introduction

Bluetooth [2] is a promising technology to enable short-
range, low-power wireless communications. Operating in
the 2.4GHz license-free ISM (Industrial, Scientific-Medical)
band, Bluetooth adopts a 79-channel Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum (FHSS)1 technology with a hopping rate of
1600 hops per second. In Bluetooth, before any two devices
can communicate with each other, they must go through a
device discovery procedure which consists of two steps, in-
quiry and paging. The former is for devices to find each
other, while the latter is to establish actual connections. Ac-
cording to the specification [2], the inquiring procedure may
take 10.24 seconds or longer, and the paging, 7.68 sec-
onds or longer. This long connection setup time is fine
for static applications, but is intolerable for mobile applica-
tions demanding quick and short connections, such as multi-
media name card exchange [4] and pedestrian surroundings
information retrieval [9]. Consequently, many approaches
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1The number of channels may be reduced to 23 in certain countries.

[1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] have been proposed to speed up the Blue-
tooth device discovery procedure.

One major component in the discovery delay is the long
frequency-matching time. Bluetooth adopts a master-slave
architecture. To establish a connection between two de-
vices, a potential master should be in the inquiry state to pe-
riodically send consecutive ID packets on some predefined
32 channels (or frequencies2), and a potential slave should
be in the inquiry scan state trying to catch an ID packet
from the right channel at the right time. Only when the
frequency-matching occurs, i.e., the slave correctly receives
an ID packet, can the inquiry-paging procedure be started.

A lot of works [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] have addressed
the Bluetooth device discovery speedup problem. Some
[4, 6, 7, 9] suggest to modify the device discovery param-
eters, some [3, 10] suggest to use auxiliary devices, while
some [8] relies on device cooperation to assist device discov-
ery. The recent Bluetooth specification V1.2 also proposes a
“faster connection” based on the concept of interlaced in-
quiry scan frequencies.

In this work, we start by analyzing the frequency match-
ing of Bluetooth, the major component of delay in its device
discovery, for both versions V1.2 and V1.1 specifications.
We show that the average delay is about 22.98 seconds. Even
if we allow a master to continuously send ID packets, the de-
lay is still as long as 1.075 seconds. This motivates us to pro-
pose a scheme, called Dual Inquiry Scan, which is compati-
ble with the original Bluetooth specification and can shorten
the average frequency-matching time to around 20.63 sec-
onds. The delay can be further reduced to 0.005 seconds if
the master is willing to send ID packets continuously.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some backgrounds. In Section 3, we analyze the
frequency-matching delay of Bluetooth’s device discovery.
Section 4 presents our dual inquiry scan scheme, includ-
ing an analysis and a comparison to the original Bluetooth
scheme. Concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.

2In this paper, the word “channel” and the word “frequency” are used
interchangeably.
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S(i) stands for sending ID packet in inquiry hopping frequency channel i, i=1..32. 
R(i) stands for listening to ID packet in inquiry hopping frequency channel i, i=1..32. 
F(i) stands for listening to FHS packet in inquiry hopping frequency channel i, i=1..32. 
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Figure 1. Bluetooth inquiry procedure.

2 Backgrounds

2.1 Inquiry and Paging Procedures of Bluetooth

The device discovery in Bluetooth involves two steps: in-
quiry and paging. The inquiry procedure is asymmetric. A
potential master must enter the INQUIRY state first, and a
potential slave the INQUIRY SCAN state. The master will
periodically broadcast ID packets in every T inquiry interval
(refer to Fig. 1). These ID packets are hopping on 32 com-
mon channels. These 32 channels are divided into two sets,
each with 16 channels. ID packets are grouped into A trains
and B trains, each using one of two sets of 16 channels exclu-
sively. In an Tw inquiry interval, Ninquiry A trains, Ninquiry

B trains, Ninquiry A trains, and Ninquiry B trains of ID pack-
ets will be sequentially transmitted, where Ninquiry = 256.
Each train consists of 16 slots (of length Ttrain = 10 ms).
Two ID packets on two different channels are placed in one
625-µs slot. So there are 8 slots of ID packets interleaved by
8 response slots reserved for slaves to reply. Consequently,
Tw inquiry takes up to 10.24 seconds to complete (4×256 of
A/B trains, each of 10 ms), unless the master has collected
enough (≥ Ninquiry responses) responses and determines to
abort the INQUIRY procedure earlier. The Bluetooth speci-
fication suggests that masters enter the INQUIRY state every
one minute, i.e., Tinquiry=60 sec.

A potential slave should enter the INQUIRY SCAN state
to listen to the ID packets (refer to Fig. 1). It sequentially
hops on the aforementioned 32 channels, but at a much
slower speed. It takes Tinquiryscan seconds to hop from one
channel to another. In each hop, it only enters the listening
status for Tw inquiryscan=10 ms. Note that it is necessary
that Tw inquiryscan ≥ Ttrain to guarantee that the slave can
catch an ID packet from the master. The Bluetooth specifi-
cation suggests that Tinquiryscan be no longer than 2.56 sec-
onds, which equals the length of Ninquiry A/B trains. Note
that many vendors set Tinquiryscan = 1.28 seconds, which

will also be adopted in this paper. Table 1 summarizes all the
above timing parameters.

Upon receiving an ID packet from some channel, say i,
a slave should take a random backoff and then reply a Fre-
quency Hopping Synchronization (FHS) packet via the same
channel. The backoff value is between 0 to 1023 slots to
avoid possible collisions with other slaves. After the backoff,
the slave should continuously listen to channel i and reply a
FHS immediately after the first ID packet (also on channel i)
is heard. Fig. 2 illustrates this procedure. Note that the aver-
age backoff value is 512 slots, which equals 32 trains. This
explains why A/B trains need to be repeated so many times.

2.2 Related Work

Several methods have been proposed to improve the Blue-
tooth device discovery procedure [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Some
modify the device discovery parameters [4, 6, 7, 9], some use
auxiliary devices [3, 10], while some relies on device coop-
eration to assist the device discovery [8].

In [9], three methods are proposed. The first method
tries to decrease or even eliminate the random backoff in
INQUIRY SCAN, the second method uses one single 32-
frequency train to replace the two 16-frequency trains in IN-
QUIRY, and the last method is a hybrid one to combine the
first two methods. According to [9], these methods can im-
prove the connection setup time up to 75% without deterio-
rating the overall system performance. A hardware empiri-
cal testbed is developed to verify these methods in [6]; the
result suggests that a single train with no backoff has the
best performance. In [4, 7], each device is assumed to alter-
nate between “potential master” and “potential slave” modes
in a random fashion. Analysis and simulation results show
that the connection establishment latency can be reduced to
be 80 ms with a probability of 0.95. In [3, 10], it is sug-
gested to use auxiliary devices, such as IrDA interfaces or
RFID transponders, to facilitate connection setup. In [8], a
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Table 1. Timing parameters of inquiry and inquiry scan.
Parameter Description Recommended value
Tinquiry inquiry interval 60s
Tw inquiry inquiry window length 10.24s
Tinquiryscan inquiry scan interval 1.28s
Tw inquiryscan inquiry scan window length 10ms
Ttrain length of a train 10ms
Ninquiry train repetition number ≥ 256
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Figure 2. The backoff procedure for a slave to reply a FHS packet.

cooperative device discovery scheme is proposed to allow
devices to exchange their knowledge of nearby devices, such
as DB address and clocks, to speed up device discovery. The
recent Bluetooth specification V1.2 also proposes a mecha-
nism which requires a device to perform inquiry scan with
interlaced hopping frequency in A and B trains. For ex-
ample, an interlaced inquiry scan hopping sequence may be
f1, f18, f3, f20,..., where f1 and f3 belong to A train and f18

and f20 belong to B train.

3 Analyses for Bluetooth Device Discovery

In this section, we analyze the frequency matching delay
of Bluetooth, the major component of delay in its device dis-
covery, for both versions V1.2 and V1.1 specifications. We
start with the analysis for Bluetooth V1.1. Note that we say
that a device is working in A (or B) train if it is sending or
receiving ID packets at a frequency in A (or B) train.

Suppose there is already a device turned on to be a master
performing the scan procedure. According to whether or not
the master is sending ID packets, we divide time axis into
inquiry window and non-inquiry window. We also suppose
there is a device turned on at a later time to be a slave. The
frequency-matching delay, denoted by D, can be measured
by the elapsing time starting from the time the slave starts
inquiry scan to the time it successfully receives an ID packet
from the master.

By investigating the timing diagram of Fig. 1, the slave
may start its inquiry scan in the inquiry window with prob-
ability Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
, or in the non-inquiry window with proba-

bility Tinquiry−Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
. We have

D =
Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
× X+

Tinquiry − Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
× (

Tinquiry − Tw inquiry

2
+ Y ), (1)

where X (resp., Y ) is the expected delay for the slave starting
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Figure 3. Eight possible cases for the slave to
start its inquiry scan.

inquiry scan in the inquiry window (resp., within the first
Tinquiryscan of the inquiry window). The reader can check
that when the slave starts its inquiry scan in the non-inquiry
window, it is expected to wait Tinquiry−Tw inquiry

2 time to be
in the next inquiry window.

As shown in Table 1, Tinquiry and Tw inquiry are sug-
gested to be 60 and 10.24 seconds3, respectively. The pa-
rameter Tw inquiry is usually fixed. However, Tinquiry may
be as small as 10.24, which corresponds to the case that the
master is always sending ID packets. For such a case, D has
the minimal value.

Below, we perform the analyses for X and Y . We also
adopt the parameter settings of Table 1. Specifically, we set
Tinquiryscan to be Ninquiry×Ttrain

2 , where Ninquiry = 256
and Ttrain=0.01. We have Tinquiryscan = 128 × Ttrain =
1.28 and there are two inquiry scans during the period of 256
consecutive A (or B) trains of ID packets sent. Thus, there
are 8 possible cases for the slave to start its inquiry scan in
the inquiry window (refer to Fig. 3). Note that for simplicity,
we omit the subtle cases that the slave’s inquiry scan covers
the duration that the master working in A (or B) train changes
to work in B (or A) train.

For the 1st case, the expected delay for the slave to receive
master’s ID packet is approximately

1
2
(u × 1.28 + v × 5.12 + w × 2.56) (2)

, where u = 1
16 , v = 1

16 , and w = 1 − u − v = 14
16 .

3We will omit the word “seconds” in the following analysis.
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Figure 4. Three situations for Eq. (2).

In Eq. (2), u is the probability that under the condition of
the slave working in B train, the slave works in A train for
the next inquiry scan. For such a possibility, the frequency-
matching will occur 1.28s later (refer to Fig. 4). As to v in
Eq. (2), it is the probability that the salve performs inquiry
scan at the frequencies of B, B, A, A, A,... trains. For such
a possibility, the frequency-matching will occur 5.12s later
(also refer to Fig. 4). If neither the first nor the second possi-
bility takes place, frequency-matching will occur 2.56s later.

For the 2nd case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(p × 3.84 + q × 1.28). (3)

, where p = 1
16 is the probability that under the condition of

the slave working in B train, the slave works in A train for
the next inquiry scan, and q = 1 − p = 15

16 .
In Eq. (3), the term 1

2 is for the probability that the slave
works in B train. For such a case, if the slave works in A
train for the next inquiry scan, the frequency-matching will
occur 1.28s later; otherwise, the frequency-matching will oc-
cur 3.84s later.

The reader can check that Eq. (2) can also be applied to
the 3rd case, and Eq. (3), the 4th case. Below, we analyze
the 5th case.

For the 5th case, the expected delay for the slave to re-
ceive master’s ID packet is approximately

1
2
(u×1.28+v×�Tinquiry − 1.28 × 4

1.28
�×1.28+w×2.56)

(4)
, where u = 1

16 , v = 1
16 , and w = 1 − u − v = 14

16 .
The situation of the 5th case is similar to that of the 1st

case. However, frequency-matching will occur in next in-
quiry window for the third possibility with probability v. The
slave thus has to wait � Tinquiry−1.28×4

1.28 � × 1.28 for the next
inquiry window. Note that we omit the insignificant delay
for the master and the slave to work in the same train in the
next inquiry window. The omitted delay is usually less than
Tinquiryscan (1.28s) and is seldom of the maximum value
about 5 × Tinquiryscan (6.4s). With the same senses, we an-
alyze the 6th, the 7th, and the 8th cases as follows:

For the 6th case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(p × �Tinquiry − 1.28 × 5

1.28
� × 1.28 + q × 1.28) (5)

For the 7th case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(p × 1.28 + q × �Tinquiry − 1.28 × 6

1.28
� × 1.28) (6)

For the 8th case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(�Tinquiry − 1.28 × 7

1.28
� × 1.28) (7)
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Figure 5. Three situations for Eq. (9).

When we sum up the products of probabilities and ex-
pected delays for all the eight cases, we get the value of X ,
which is 7.43 for Tinquiry=60. As to the value of Y , it can
be calculated by Eq. (2), which is 1.32. The time delay D of
frequency-matching is thus 22.98. The reader can check that
D is 1.075 when we take Tinquiry as 10.24.

Below, we analyze the frequency-matching delay for
Bluetooth specification V1.2. The Eq. (1) can also be ap-
plied to Bluetooth V1.2. Thus, we just need to figure out the
values of X and Y as follows.

There are 8 cases for the slave to start its inquiry scan. For
the 1st, the 3rd and the 5th cases, the expected delay for the
slave to receive master’s ID packet is approximately

1
2
(p × 1.28 + q × 3.84) (8)

, where p = 15
16 is the probability that under the condition of

the slave working in B train, the slave works in A train for
the next inquiry scan, and q = 1 − p = 1

16 .
For the 2nd, 4th and the 6th cases, the expected delay is

approximately

1
2
(u × 1.28 + v × 3.84 + w × 2.56) (9)

, where u = 1
16 stands for the probability of the occurrence

of possibility 1 in Fig. 5; v = 1
16 , the possibility 2, and w =

1 − u − v = 14
16 , the possibility 3.

For the 7th case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(p × 1.28 + q × �Tinquiry − 1.28 × 6

1.28
� × 1.28) (10)

For the 8th case, the expected delay is approximately

1
2
(�Tinquiry − 1.28 × 7

1.28
� × 1.28) (11)

Likewise, we also omit the delay for the master and the
slave to work in the same train in the next inquiry window
for the 7th and 8th cases. When we sum up the products of
probabilities and expected delays for all the eight cases, we
get the value of X , which is 4.23 for T inquiry=60. As to the
value of Y , it can be calculated by Eq. (8), which is 0.72.
The time delay D of frequency-matching is thus 21.95 for
Tinquiry = 60. The reader can check that D is 0.919 when
we take Tinquiry to be 10.24.

4 Speeding Device Discovery for Bluetooth

In this section, we propose a scheme, called Dual Inquiry
Scan, for speeding up the Bluetooth device discovery. The
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Figure 6. The proposed dual inquiry scan scheme.

proposed scheme requires a potential slave to perform in-
quiry scan by receiving ID packets on dual hopping frequen-
cies, one in A train and the other in B train. To be more pre-
cise, for every Tinquiryscan period, a potential slave should
perform inquiry scan on two channels, f i and fi+16, each for
a duration of Tw inquiryscan (refer to Fig. 6). If the slave is
receiving while the master is sending ID packets, frequency-
matching occurs on either fi or fi+16. Thus, the frequency-
matching delay time is shorten significantly. The proposed
scheme also has the merit that it is compatible with the orig-
inal Bluetooth specification.

Below, we analyze the proposed scheme and compare it
with original Bluetooth device discovery. The time delay of
frequency-matching is the same as Eq. (1) except that Y is
replaced by X . That is, we have

D =
Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
× X+

Tinquiry − Tw inquiry

Tinquiry
× (

Tinquiry − Tw inquiry

2
+ X), (12)

where X is the expected delay for the slave starting inquiry
scan at any instance of the inquiry window. When the master
is sending and the slave is receiving ID packets simultane-
ously, frequency-matching occurs with no delay of proba-
bility about 1

2 and with Ttrain(= 0.01) delay of probability
about 1

2 . Thus, we have X ≈ 0.005. We can now calcu-
late D to have D = 20.63 for Tinquiry = 60, and D=0.005
for Tinquiry = 10.24. The proposed scheme is compared
with original Bluetooth specifications in terms of frequency-
matching delay in Table 2.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the frequency matching
of Bluetooth, the major component of delay in its long de-

vice discovery, for both versions V1.2 and V1.1 specifica-
tions. We have also proposed a scheme, called Dual Inquiry
Scan, to shorten the frequency-matching delay. As we have
shown, the expected frequency-matching delay is reduced
from 22.98 seconds to 20.63 seconds. When the potential
master continuously sends ID packets, the delay is further
reduced from 1.075 seconds to 0.005 seconds. In the future,
we plan to derive the frequency-matching delay by simula-
tions and/or experiments for both of the original Bluetooth
and the proposed scheme.
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